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Abstract—Learning compact binary codes for image retrieval
problem using deep neural networks has recently attracted
increasing attention. However, training deep hashing networks
is challenging due to the binary constraints on the hash codes.
In this paper, we propose deep network models and learning
algorithms for learning binary hash codes given image repre-
sentations under both unsupervised and supervised manners.
The novelty of our network design is that we constrain one
hidden layer to directly output the binary codes. This design has
overcome a challenging problem in some previous works: opti-
mizing non-smooth objective functions because of binarization.
In addition, we propose to incorporate independence and balance
properties in the direct and strict forms into the learning schemes.
We also include a similarity preserving property in our objective
functions. The resulting optimizations involving these binary,
independence, and balance constraints are difficult to solve. To
tackle this difficulty, we propose to learn the networks with
alternating optimization and careful relaxation. Furthermore,
by leveraging the powerful capacity of convolutional neural
networks, we propose an end-to-end architecture that jointly
learns to extract visual features and produce binary hash codes.
Experimental results for the benchmark datasets show that the
proposed methods compare favorably or outperform the state of
the art.
I. INTRODUCTION
Content-based image retrieval is an important and well stud-
ied problem in computer vision. It has many applications such
as the visual search [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], place recognition [6, 7, 8],
and camera pose estimation [9, 10, 11], to name a few. In
the state-of-the-art image retrieval systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12],
images are represented as high-dimensional feature vectors
that can later be searched via the classical distance such as
the Euclidean or Cosine distance. However, when the database
is scaled up, there are two main requirements for retrieval
systems, i.e., efficient storage and fast searching. Among so-
lutions, binary hashing is an attractive approach for achieving
those requirements [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38].
Briefly, binary hashing learns a mapping (hashing) function
that maps each original high dimensional vector x ∈ RD into
a very compact binary vector b ∈ {−1, 1}L, where L  D.
The distances between binary data points can be efficiently
calculated by the bit operations, i.e., XOR and POPCOUNT.
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Furthermore, the binary representations also result in the
sufficient storage.
The hashing methods can be divided into two groups, i.e.,
data-independent and data-dependent methods. The former
ones [17, 18, 19, 20] rely on random projections to construct
hash functions. The representative methods in this category
are Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [17] and its kernelized
or discriminative extensions [18, 19]. The latter ones use
the available training data to learn the hash functions in
unsupervised [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 36, 37] or (semi-
)supervised [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] manners. The rep-
resentative unsupervised hashing methods, such as Spherical
Hashing [24], Spectral Hashing [21], Iterative Quantization
(ITQ) [22], and K-means Hashing [23], attempt to learn binary
codes that preserve similar neighbors and the local structure
of samples. The representative supervised hashing methods,
such as, ITQ-CCA [22], Binary Reconstructive Embedding
[34], Kernel Supervised Hashing [30], Two-step Hashing [33],
and Supervised Discrete Hashing [35], attempt to learn binary
codes that preserve the label similarity between samples. Ex-
tensive reviews of data-independent and data-dependent hash-
ing methods can be found in recent surveys [13, 14, 15, 16].
One problem that makes the binary hashing difficult is the
binary constraint on the codes, i.e., the outputs of the hash
functions must be binary. Generally, this binary constraint
leads to an NP-hard mixed-integer optimization problem. To
overcome this difficulty, most of the aforementioned methods
have relied on relaxation approaches that relax the constraint
during the learning of hash functions. By using the relaxation
approach, the continuous codes are first learned. Subsequently,
the codes are binarized, for example, by thresholding. The
relaxation significantly simplifies the original constrained bi-
nary problem. However, the solution can be suboptimal, i.e.,
the binary codes resulting from thresholded continuous codes
could be inferior to those obtained by directly including the
binary constraint in the learning.
In addition, as shown in the notable work Spectral Hash-
ing [21], good binary codes should also have the following
properties: (i) similarity preservation – (dis)similar inputs
should likely have (dis)similar binary codes; (ii) independence
– different bits in the binary codes are independent of each
other so that no redundant information is captured; (iii) bit
balance – each bit has a 50% chance of being 1 or −1. It
is worth noting that direct incorporation of the independent
and balance properties can complicate the learning. Previous
works [22, 31] have used some relaxation or approximation to
overcome the difficulties, but there may be some performance
degradation.
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2Recently, deep learning has attracted great attention from
the computer vision community due to its superiority in many
vision tasks such as classification, detection, and segmenta-
tion [39, 40, 41]. Inspired by the success of deep learning in
different vision tasks, recently, some researchers have used
deep learning for joint learning image representations and
binary hash codes in an end-to-end deep learning-based super-
vised hashing framework [42, 43, 44, 45]. However, learning
binary codes in deep networks is challenging. This is because
one has to deal with the binary constraint on the hash codes,
i.e., one layer of the network should output binary codes. A
naive solution is to adopt the sign activation layer to produce
binary codes. However, due to the lack of smoothness of the
sign function, it causes the vanishing gradient problem when
training the network with standard back propagation [46].
Contributions: In this paper, first, we propose a novel
deep network model and a learning algorithm for unsupervised
hashing. Specifically, when learning binary codes, instead of
involving the sign or step function as in recent works [47, 48],
our proposed network design constrains one layer to directly
output the binary codes (therefore, the network is named
as Binary Deep Neural Network). In addition, we propose
to directly integrate the independence and balance properties
into the objective function. Furthermore, we also include the
similarity preserving property in our objective function. The
resulting optimization with these binary and direct constraints
is NP-hard. To overcome this challenge, we propose to attack
the problem with alternating optimization and careful relax-
ation. Second, to increase the discriminative power of the
binary codes, we extend our method to supervised hashing
by leveraging the label information so that the binary codes
preserve the semantic similarity between samples. Finally, to
demonstrate the flexibility of our proposed method and to
leverage the power of convolutional deep neural networks, we
adapt our optimization strategy and the proposed supervised
hashing model to an end-to-end deep hashing framework.
Solid experiments on various benchmark datasets show the
improvements of the proposed methods over state-of-the-art
hashing methods.
A preliminary version of this work has been reported
in [49]. In this work, we present a substantial extension to
our previous work. In particular, the main extension is that we
propose the end-to-end binary deep neural network framework
which jointly learns the image features and binary codes.
The experimental results show that the proposed end-to-end
hashing framework significantly boosts the retrieval accuracy.
Other extensions are more extensive experiments (e.g., new
experiments on the SUN397 dataset [50], comparison to
recent state-of-the-art end-to-end unsupervised and supervised
hashing methods) to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents related works. Section III presents and
evaluates the proposed unsupervised hashing method. Sec-
tion IV presents and evaluates the proposed supervised hashing
method. Section V presents and evaluates the proposed end-
to-end deep hashing network. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review related works that have also used
neural networks as hash functions. We review both works that
have used shallow network architectures [51, 47, 52, 48] and
recent works which use end-to-end deep architectures [53, 42,
43, 44, 54, 55, 56].
In Semantic Hashing [51], the authors design a deep model
by stacking Restricted Boltzmann Machines. That model does
not consider the independence and balance of the codes. In Bi-
nary Autoencoder [48], the hash function is defined as a linear
autoencoder. Because the Binary Autoencoder model [48] only
uses one hidden layer, it may not well capture the input infor-
mations. We note that extension [48] with multiple, nonlinear
layers is not easy due to the binary constraint. The model in
[48] also does not consider the independence and balance of
codes. In Deep Hashing [47, 52], the hash function is defined
as a deep neural network. Nevertheless, the Deep Hashing
model does not fully take into account the similarity preserving
property. Furthermore, the authors also apply some relaxations
in arriving at the independence and balance of codes. Those
relaxations may degrade the performance. Recently, several
works [53, 57, 58] have leveraged the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) to learn more discriminative hash codes in the
unsupervised manner. In DeepBit [53], the softmax layer of a
pretrained network (i.e., VGG [59]) is replaced by a hash layer.
Its loss function enforces several criteria on the codes produced
by the hash layer, i.e., the output codes should: minimize
the quantization loss; be distributed evenly; be invariant to
rotation. The authors assume that the fully connected features
produced by the pre-trained network are already sufficiently
discriminative for image retrieval task. Hence, no similarity
preserving criterion is considered on the hash codes. In
Similarity-Adaptive Deep Hashing (SADH) [58], the authors
propose to alternatively proceed over three training modules:
deep hash model training, similarity graph updating and binary
code optimization (with graph hashing [21]). In [57], the
authors propose to analyze semantic informative deep features
to obtain a semantic similarity matrix S. The authors also relax
the sign function to the tanh function to avoid the ill-posed
gradient problem.
To handle the binary constraint, in Semantic Hashing [51],
the authors first solves the relaxed problem by ignoring
the binary constraints. Then, they apply thresholding on the
continuous solution which results in binary codes. In Deep
Hashing (DH) [47, 52], the binary codes are achieved by
applying the sign function on the outputs of the last layer,
H(n). The authors include a term in the objective function to
reduce this binarization loss:
(
sign(H(n))−H(n)). However,
due to the non-differentiability of the sign function, solving
the objective function of DH [47, 52] is difficult. The authors
in [47, 52] assumed that the sign function is differentiable
everywhere, i.e., the derivative of sign(x) equals zero for all
values of x. In Binary Autoencoder (BA) [48], the binary codes
are achieved by passing the outputs of the hidden layer into a
step function. Incorporating the step function in the learning
leads to a non-smooth objective function, i.e., a NP-complete
problem. To handle this challenge, the authors [48] use binary
3SVMs to learn the model parameters in the case when there
is only a single hidden layer.
Joint learning image representations and binary hash codes
in an end-to-end deep learning-based supervised hashing
framework [42, 43, 44, 60, 55, 61, 54, 56] have shown
a considerable boost in retrieval accuracy. By joint opti-
mization, the produced hash codes are more sufficient to
preserve the semantic similarity between images. In those
works, the network architectures often consist of a feature
extraction sub-network and a subsequent hashing layer to
produce hash codes. Ideally, the hashing layer should adopt
a sign activation function to output exactly binary codes.
However, due to the vanishing gradient difficulty of the sign
function, an approximation procedure must be employed. For
example, sign can be approximated by a tanh-like function
y = tanh(βx), where β is a free parameter controlling the
trade off between the smoothness and the binary quantization
loss [43]. However, it is non-trivial to determine an optimal β.
A small β causes large binary quantization loss while a large
β makes the output of the function close to the binary values,
but the gradient of the function almost vanishes, making back-
propagation infeasible. In [43], the β value is heuristically
increased gradually reducing the smoothness as the training
proceeds. Recently, similar to [43], HashNet [55] handles the
non-smooth problem of the sign function by continuation, i.e.,
starting the training with a smoothed objective function and
gradually reducing the smoothness as the training proceeds.
Furthermore, the above methods do not consider the indepen-
dence and balance properties of the binary codes. The trade off
problem between the smoothness and quatization loss persists
when the logistic-like functions [42, 44] are used. In recent
deep hashing works [61, 54], the absolute function and l1
regularization are used to deal with the binary constraint on the
codes. However, both absolute function and l1 regularization
are non-differentiable. The authors work around this difficulty
by assuming that both are differentiable everywhere, but there
may be some performance degradation. In Deep Pairwise-
Supervised Hashing (DPSH) [56], the authors design a method
to handle the binary constraint of the pairwise-supervised
hashing objective function. Specifically, the outputs of the
model are first computed, and then the corresponding binary
codes are obtained by applying the sign function to the
outputs. By assuming the binary codes are fixed (to avoid the
ill-posed gradient problem of the sign function), the gradients
are then computed to update the model weights. DPSH also
does not consider the independence and balance properties,
which are important for the hashing problem [21]. Recently, in
[60] the authors proposed an binary encoder-decoder Recurrent
Neural Network for video hashing. To handle the non-smooth
problem of the sign function, the authors proposed to use
the hinge loss to approximate the sign function. As will be
discussed, our work proposes different formulations and new
learning algorithms to deal with the binary constraints on the
codes.
TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING MEANINGS.
Notation Meaning
X X = {xi}mi=1 ∈ RD×m: set of m training samples;
each column of X corresponds to one sample
B B = {bi}mi=1 ∈ {−1,+1}L×m: binary code of X
L Number of required bits to encode a sample
n Number of layers (including input and output layers)
sl Number of units in layer l
f (l) Activation function of layer l
W(l) W(l) ∈ Rsl+1×sl : weight matrix connecting layer l + 1
and layer l
c(l) c(l) ∈ Rsl+1 :bias vector for units in layer l + 1
H(l) H(l) = f (l)
(
W(l−1)H(l−1) + c(l−1)11×m
)
:
output values of layer l; convention: H(1) = X
1a×b Matrix has a rows, b columns and all elements equal to 1
Layer 1 
(input layer) 
𝑾(1) 
𝑾(𝑛−2) 𝑾
(𝑛−1) 
Layer 𝑛 − 2 
Layer 𝑛  
(reconstruction layer) 
Output 𝐇(n) ≈ 𝑿 
Layer 𝑛 − 1 
Output 𝑯(𝑛−1) ∈
−1,1  and is used as 
binary code 
Layer 2 
Fig. 1. The illustration of our UH-BDNN (D = 4, L = 2). In our proposed
network design, the outputs of layer n−1 are constrained to {−1, 1} and are
used as the binary codes. During training, these codes are used to reconstruct
the input samples at the final layer.
III. UNSUPERVISED HASHING WITH BINARY DEEP
NEURAL NETWORK (UH-BDNN)
A. Formulation of UH-BDNN
For easy following, we first summarize the notations in
Table I. In our work, the hash functions are defined by a
deep neural network. In our proposed architecture, we use
different activation functions in different layers. Specifically,
we use the sigmoid function as the activation function for
layers 2, · · · , n− 2, and the identity function as the activation
function for layer n − 1 and layer n. Our idea is to learn
the network such that the output values of the penultimate
layer (layer n − 1) can be used as the binary codes. We
introduce constraints in the learning algorithm such that the
output values at the layer n− 1 have the following desirable
properties: (i) belonging to {−1, 1}; (ii) similarity preserving;
(iii) independence and (iv) balancing. Fig. 1 illustrates our
network for the case D = 4, L = 2.
Let us start with the first two properties of the codes, i.e.,
belonging to {−1, 1} and similarity preserving. To achieve
binary codes having these two properties, we propose to
optimize the following constrained objective function
min
W,c
J =
1
2m
∥∥∥X− (W(n−1)H(n−1) + c(n−1)11×m)∥∥∥2
+
λ1
2
n−1∑
l=1
∥∥∥W(l)∥∥∥2 (1)
s.t. H(n−1) ∈ {−1, 1}L×m (2)
4Constraint (2) is to ensure the first property. As the activation
function for the last layer is the identity function, the term(
W(n−1)H(n−1) + c(n−1)11×m
)
is the output of the last
layer. The first term of (1) ensures that the binary code
gives a good reconstruction of X. It is worth noting that the
reconstruction criterion has been used as an indirect approach
for preserving the similarity in state-of-the-art unsupervised
hashing methods [22, 48, 51], i.e., it encourages (dis)similar
inputs to be mapped to (dis)similar binary codes. The second
term is a regularization that tends to decrease the magnitude
of the weights, which helps to prevent overfitting. Note that
in our proposed design, we constrain the network to directly
output the binary codes at one layer, which avoids the difficulty
of the sign / step function which is non-differentiability. Our
formulation with (1) under the binary constraint (2) is difficult
to solve. It is a mixed-integer problem that is NP-hard. To
address the problem, we propose to introduce an auxiliary
variable B and use alternating optimization. Consequently, we
reformulate the objective function (1) under constraint (2) as
follows:
min
W,c,B
J =
1
2m
∥∥∥X−W(n−1)B− c(n−1)11×m∥∥∥2
+
λ1
2
n−1∑
l=1
∥∥∥W(l)∥∥∥2 (3)
s.t. B = H(n−1), (4)
B ∈ {−1, 1}L×m. (5)
The advantage of introducing the auxiliary variable B is
that the difficult constrained optimization problem (1) can
be decomposed into two simpler sub-optimization problems.
Consequently, we are able to iteratively solve the optimization
problem by using alternating optimization with respect to
(W, c) and B while holding the other fixed. Inspired from the
quadratic penalty method [62], we relax the equality constraint
(4) by converting it into a penalty term. We achieve the
following constrained objective function
min
W,c,B
J =
1
2m
∥∥∥X−W(n−1)B− c(n−1)11×m∥∥∥2
+
λ1
2
n−1∑
l=1
∥∥∥W(l)∥∥∥2 + λ2
2m
∥∥∥H(n−1) −B∥∥∥2 (6)
s.t. B ∈ {−1, 1}L×m (7)
in which, the third term in (6) measures the (equality) con-
straint violation. By setting the penalty parameter λ2 suffi-
ciently large, we penalize the constraint violation severely,
thereby forcing the minimizer of the penalty function (6) closer
to the feasible region of the original constrained function (3).
Now let us consider the independence and balance proper-
ties of the codes. We note that the independence and balance
can be constrained in B. However, this makes the optimization
on B difficult. Thus, for independence and balance, we con-
strain on H(n−1). In contrast to previous works that use some
relaxation or approximation on the independence and balance
properties [22, 47, 31], in this work, we propose to encode
these properties strictly and directly based on the outputs of
the layer n − 1. In particular, we encode the independence
and balance properties of the codes by introducing the fourth
and the fifth terms respectively in the following constrained
objective function
min
W,c,B
J =
1
2m
∥∥∥X−W(n−1)B− c(n−1)11×m∥∥∥2
+
λ1
2
n−1∑
l=1
∥∥∥W(l)∥∥∥2 + λ2
2m
∥∥∥H(n−1) −B∥∥∥2
+
λ3
2
∥∥∥∥ 1mH(n−1)(H(n−1))T − I
∥∥∥∥2 + λ42m
∥∥∥H(n−1)1m×1∥∥∥2 (8)
s.t. B ∈ {−1, 1}L×m. (9)
The objective function (8) under constraint (9) is our final
formulation.
B. Optimization
To solve (8) under constraint (9), we propose to use alter-
nating optimization over (W, c) and B.
1) (W, c) step: When fixing B, the problem becomes the
unconstrained optimization. This is solved by using the L-
BFGS [63] optimizer with backpropagation. The gradients of
the objective function J (8) w.r.t. different parameters are
computed as follows.
At l = n− 1, we have
∂J
∂W(n−1)
=
−1
m
(X−W(n−1)B− c(n−1)11×m)BT + λ1W(n−1)
(10)
∂J
∂c(n−1)
=
−1
m
(
(X−W(n−1)B)1m×1 −mc(n−1)
)
(11)
For other layers, let us define
∆(n−1) =
[
λ2
m
(
H(n−1) −B
)
+
2λ3
m
(
1
m
H(n−1)(H(n−1))T − I
)
H(n−1)
+
λ4
m
(
H(n−1)1m×m
)]
 f (n−1)′ (Z(n−1)) (12)
∆(l) =
(
(W(l))T∆(l+1)
)
 f (l)′ (Z(l)),∀l = n− 2, · · · , 2 (13)
where Z(l) = W(l−1)H(l−1) + c(l−1)11×m, l = 2, · · · , n; 
denotes the Hadamard product.
Then, ∀l = n− 2, · · · , 1, we have
∂J
∂W(l)
= ∆(l+1)(H(l))T + λ1W
(l) (14)
∂J
∂c(l)
= ∆(l+1)1m×1 (15)
2) B step: When fixing (W, c), we can rewrite problem (8)
as
min
B
J =
∥∥∥X−W(n−1)B− c(n−1)11×m∥∥∥2
+λ2
∥∥∥H(n−1) −B∥∥∥2 (16)
s.t. B ∈ {−1, 1}L×m. (17)
We adaptively use the recent method discrete cyclic coordinate
descent [35] to iteratively solve B, i.e., row by row. The
advantage of this method is that if we fix L−1 rows of B and
only solve for the remaining row, we can achieve the closed-
form solution for that row.
5Algorithm 1 Unsupervised Hashing with Binary Deep Neural
Network (UH-BDNN)
Input:
X = {xi}mi=1 ∈ RD×m: training data; L: code length; T : maximum
iteration number; n: number of layers; {sl}nl=2: number of units of layers
2→ n (note: sn−1 = L, sn = D); λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4.
Output:
Parameters {W(l), c(l)}n−1l=1
1: Initialize B(0) ∈ {−1, 1}L×m using ITQ [22]
2: Initialize {c(l)}n−1l=1 = 0sl+1×1. Initialize {W(l)}n−2l=1 by getting the
top sl+1 eigenvectors from the covariance matrix of H(l). Initialize
W(n−1) = ID×L
3: Fix B(0), compute (W, c)(0) with (W, c) step using initialized
{W(l), c(l)}n−1l=1 (line 2) as starting point for L-BFGS.
4: for t = 1→ T do
5: Fix (W, c)(t−1), compute B(t) with B step
6: Fix B(t), compute (W, c)(t) with (W, c) step using (W, c)(t−1)
as starting point for L-BFGS.
7: end for
8: Return (W, c)(T )
Let V = X−c(n−1)11×m; Q = (W(n−1))TV+λ2H(n−1).
For k = 1, · · ·L, let wk be kth column of W(n−1); W1 be
matrix W(n−1) excluding wk; qk be kth column of QT ; bTk
be kth row of B; B1 be the matrix of B excluding bTk . We
have the closed-form for bTk as
bTk = sign(q
T −wTkW1B1). (18)
The proposed UH-BDNN method is summarized in Algorithm
1. In Algorithm 1, B(t) and (W, c)(t) are values of B and
{W(l), c(l)}n−1l=1 at iteration t, respectively.
C. Evaluation of Unsupervised Hashing with Binary Deep
Neural Network (UH-BDNN)
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed method UH-BDNN. We compare
UH-BDNN with other unsupervised hashing methods: Binary
Autoencoder (BA) [48], Spectral Hashing (SH) [21], Iterative
Quantization (ITQ) [22], Spherical Hashing (SPH) [24], and
K-means Hashing (KMH) [23], which are the state-of-the-art
unsupervised hashing methods. For all compared methods, we
use the released implementations and the suggested parameters
provided by the authors.
1) Dataset, evaluation protocol, and implementation notes:
We evaluate and compare methods on three benchmarking
datasets: CIFAR10 [64], MNIST [65], and SIFT1M [66].
a) Dataset: The MNIST [65] dataset contains 70,000
handwritten digit images of 10 classes. We use the original
split of the dataset. The training set (also used as the database
for retrieval) consists of 60,000 images. The query set con-
sists of 10,000 images. Each image is represented by a 784
dimensional feature vector by using its intensity in gray-scale.
The CIFAR10 [64] dataset contains 60,000 images of 10
classes. We use the original split of the dataset. The provided
test set of 10,000 images is used as the query set. The
remaining 50,000 images are used as the training set and the
database for the retrieval. Each image is represented by an
800-dimensional feature vector extracted by PCA from the
4096-dimensional CNN feature produced by AlexNet [39].
TABLE II
THE EFFECTS OF OUR PROPOSED INDEPENDENCE (IND) AND BALANCE
(BAL) TERMS ON RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCES (MAP). THE
EXPERIMENTS ARE CONDUCTED ON CIFAR10 AND MNIST DATASETS.
CIFAR10 MNIST
Obj. function 16 24 32 16 24 32
With IDN+BAL 5.80 9.11 11.97 10.57 18.32 24.90
No BAL 5.44 9.02 11.60 10.42 17.99 24.84
No IND 5.13 8.89 11.28 9.91 17.85 24.75
No IND+BAL 4.89 8.57 10.93 9.81 17.55 24.57
The SIFT1M [66] dataset is used to evaluate the proposed
method on a large scale. The dataset contains 128 dimensional
SIFT vectors [67]. The original split of this dataset consists
of three separated sets of 1M, 100K and 10K vectors. These
three sets correspond to the database, training, and query set
respectively.
b) Evaluation protocol: In the state-of-the-art unsuper-
vised hashing [22, 24, 23, 48], during the evaluation, instead
of using the class labels, the Euclidean nearest neighbors are
used as the ground truths for the queries. Hence, we follow
this setting to evaluate the proposed method. Specifically, the
number of ground truths are set as in [48]. For each query
image of the CIFAR10 and MNIST datasets, we use its 50
Euclidean nearest neighbors as the ground truths. For the
large scale dataset SIFT1M, we use 10,000 Euclidean nearest
neighbors as the ground truths for each query. To evaluate the
retrieval performance, we follow the state of the art [22, 48, 47]
which use the following evaluation metrics: 1) mean Av-
erage Precision (mAP); 2) precision of Hamming radius 2
(precision@2) which measures precision on retrieved images
with a Hamming distance to query ≤ 2 (note that we report
zero precision in the case of no satisfactory image). Because
computing mAP is slow for the large dataset SIFT1M, we
consider the top 10,000 returned neighbors when computing
mAP.
c) Implementation notes: In our deep model, we use
n = 5 layers. More specifically, for the code lengths of 8,
16, 24 and 32 bits, the numbers of units in hidden layers 2, 3,
and 4 are empirically set as [90→ 20→ 8], [90→ 30→ 16],
[100 → 40 → 24] and [120 → 50 → 32] respectively.
Additionally, the parameters λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are empirically
set by cross validation as 10−5, 5 × 10−2, 10−2 and 10−6,
respectively. Finally, we empirically set the max iteration
number T to 10.
2) Retrieval results:
a) Effects of independence and balance terms: First,
we investigate the contributions of independence and balance
terms in our proposed method. The quantitative results shown
in Table II clearly confirm the importance of independence and
balance terms. More specifically, when including the proposed
independence and balance terms, we achieve improvement on
the retrieval performance (mAP) (i.e., > 0.5% in the majority
of experiments). Additionally, the experimental results also
show that the independence term plays a more important role
than the balance term, i.e., the performance drops are larger
without the independence term than those without the balance
term.
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Fig. 2. mAP comparison between UH-BDNN and state-of-the-art unsupervised hashing methods on CIFAR10, MNIST, and SIFT1M.
TABLE III
PRECISION AT HAMMING DISTANCE r = 2 COMPARISON BETWEEN UH-BDNN AND STATE-OF-THE-ART UNSUPERVISED HASHING METHODS ON
CIFAR10, MNIST, AND SIFT1M.
CIFAR10 MNIST SIFT1M
L 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32
UH-BDNN 0.55 5.79 22.14 18.35 0.53 6.80 29.38 38.50 4.80 25.20 62.20 80.55
BA [48] 0.55 5.65 20.23 17.00 0.51 6.44 27.65 35.29 3.85 23.19 61.35 77.15
ITQ [22] 0.54 5.05 18.82 17.76 0.51 5.87 23.92 36.35 3.19 14.07 35.80 58.69
SH [21] 0.39 4.23 14.60 15.22 0.43 6.50 27.08 36.69 4.67 24.82 60.25 72.40
SPH [24] 0.43 3.45 13.47 13.67 0.44 5.02 22.24 30.80 4.25 20.98 47.09 66.42
KMH [23] 0.53 5.49 19.55 15.90 0.50 6.36 25.68 36.24 3.74 20.74 48.86 76.04
b) Comparison with the state of the art: The comparative
performances in terms of mAP and the precision of Hamming
radius 2 (precision@2) are shown in Fig. 2 and Table III,
respectively. We find the following observations are consistent
across all three datasets. In term of mAP, the proposed UH-
BDNN is comparable to or outperforms other methods at all
code lengths. At high code lengths, i.e., L = 24, 32, we
observe clearer improvements. The best competitor for UH-
BDNN is Binary Autoencoder (BA) [48]. In comparison to
BA, at high code lengths, UH-BDNN consistently outperforms
BA on all datasets. Regarding the precision@2, at L = 8, 16,
UH-BDNN is comparable to other methods, while at L =
24, 32, UH-BDNN achieve considerably better performance
than other methods. Specifically, the improvements of UH-
BDNN over the best competitor BA [48] are clearly observed
at L = 32 on the MNIST and SIFT1M datasets. These com-
parative results again confirm the advantages of our proposed
method, i.e., directly enforcing the independence and balance
properties on the binary outputs and carefully relaxing the
binary constraint.
Comparison with Deep Hashing (DH) [47, 52]: Because
the implementation of DH [47] has not been released, to
make a fair comparison between UH-BDNN and DH, we
configure the experiments on CIFAR10 and MNIST similar
to [47]. Specifically, for each dataset, 1,000 images (i.e.,
100 images per class) are randomly sampled as the query
set; the remaining images are used as training and database
sets. Similar to DH [47], GIST descriptors [68] are used
to represent CIFAR10 images. Additionally, the class labels
are used as the ground truths for the queries1. We present
the comparative results in term of mAP and precision@2 in
1It is worth noting that in the evaluation of unsupervised hashing, instead
of using the class label as ground truths, most state-of-the-art methods [22,
24, 23, 48] use Euclidean nearest neighbors as ground truths for the queries.
Table IV. The results show that the proposed UH-BDNN
outperforms DH [47] at all compared code lengths, in both
mAP and precision@2.
Comparison with DeepBit [53]: Here, we compare the
proposed UH-BDNN with the recent end-to-end unsupervised
hashing DeepBit [53]. As reported in [53], DeepBit uses the
pre-trained VGG network [59] and fine-tunes the VGG using
50,000 training samples of CIFAR10. Because DeepBit is an
unsupervised method, it does not use the data label during fine-
tuning. The comparative results between DeepBit and other
methods on the top 1,000 returned images (with the class
labels ground truth) on the testing set of CIFAR10 is cited
at the top part of Table V.
It is worth noting that in DeepBit [53], when reporting the
results of ITQ, KMH, and SPH, the authors use GIST features
for these methods. To make a fair comparison, we evaluate
those three hashing methods on the features extracted from
the activations of the last fully connected layer of the same
pre-trained VGG [59] under the same setting. The results of
those three methods, which are noted as ITQ-CNN, KMH-
CNN, and SPH-CNN, are presented at the bottom part of
Table V. The results show that using fully-connected fea-
tures instead of GIST, ITQ-CNN, KMH-CNN, and SPH-CNN
provides significant improvements. To evaluate the proposed
UH-BDNN, we also use the same fully-connected features.
The results of UH-BDNN with fully-connected features, which
are noted as UH-BDNN-CNN, are presented in the last row
of Table V. They show that with the same code length,
UH-BDNN significantly outperforms the recent end-to-end
unsupervised hashing DeepBit [53]. Furthermore, UH-BDNN
also outperforms ITQ-CNN, KMH-CNN, and SPH-CNN with
a fair margin.
7TABLE IV
COMPARISON WITH DEEP HASHING (DH) [47].
CIFAR10 MNIST
mAP precision@2 mAP precision@2
L 16 32 16 32 16 32 16 32
DH [47] 16.17 16.62 23.33 15.77 43.14 44.97 66.10 73.29
UH-BDNN 17.83 18.52 24.97 18.85 45.38 47.21 69.13 75.26
TABLE V
COMPARISON BETWEEN DEEPBIT [53] AND OTHER UNSUPERVISED
HASHING METHODS ON CIFAR10. THE RESULTS IN THE FIRST FOUR
ROWS ARE CITED FROM [53], WHICH WE HAVE ALSO REPRODUCED.
Method 16 bits 32 bits 64 bits
ITQ [22] 15.67 16.20 16.64
KMH [23] 13.59 13.93 14.46
SPH [24] 13.98 14.58 15.38
DeepBit [53] 19.43 24.86 27.73
ITQ-CNN 38.52 41.39 44.17
KMH-CNN 36.02 38.18 40.11
SPH-CNN 30.19 35.63 39.23
UH-BDNN-CNN 40.79 44.63 46.75
IV. SUPERVISED HASHING WITH BINARY DEEP NEURAL
NETWORK (SH-BDNN)
One advantage of the proposed UH-BDNN is its flexibility.
It can be extended to the supervised version when the label
information for the data is available. In this section, to enhance
the discriminative power of the binary codes, we extend
UH-BDNN to supervised hashing by leveraging the label
information.
To exploit the label information, we follow the approach
proposed in Kernel-based Supervised Hashing (KSH) [30].
The advantage of this approach is that it directly encourages
the Hamming distances between binary codes of within-class
samples equal to 0, and the Hamming distances between
binary codes of between-class samples equal to L. To achieve
this goal, it enforces the Hamming distances between learned
binary codes to be highly correlated with the pre-computed
pairwise label matrix.
Generally, the network structure of SH-BDNN is similar
to that of UH-BDNN, excluding the removal of the last layer
preserving the reconstruction of UH-BDNN. The layer n−1 in
UH-BDNN becomes the last layer in SH-BDNN. All desirable
properties, i.e., semantic similarity preservation, independence,
and balance, in SH-BDNN are constrained on the outputs of
its last layer.
A. Formulation of SH-BDNN
We define the pairwise label matrix S as
Sij =
{
1 if xi and xj are same class
−1 if xi and xj are not same class (19)
To achieve the semantic similarity preserving property, we
learn the binary codes such that the Hamming distance be-
tween learned codes highly correlates with the matrix S, i.e.,
we want to minimize the quantity
∥∥ 1
L (H
(n))TH(n) − S∥∥2.
In addition, to achieve the independence and balance
properties of codes, we want to minimize the quantities∥∥ 1
mH
(n)(H(n))T − I∥∥2 and ∥∥H(n)1m×1∥∥2, respectively.
Algorithm 2 Supervised Hashing with Binary Deep Neural
Network (SH-BDNN)
Input:
X = {xi}mi=1 ∈ RD×m: labeled training data; L: code length; T :
maximum iteration number; n: number of layers; {sl}nl=2: number of
units of layers 2→ n (note: sn = L); λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4.
Output:
Parameters {W(l), c(l)}n−1l=1
1: Compute pairwise label matrix S using (19).
2: Initialize B(0) ∈ {−1, 1}L×m using ITQ [22]
3: Initialize {c(l)}n−1l=1 = 0sl+1×1. Initialize {W(l)}n−1l=1 by getting the
top sl+1 eigenvectors from the covariance matrix of H(l).
4: Fix B(0), compute (W, c)(0) with (W, c) step using initialized
{W(l), c(l)}n−1l=1 (line 3) as starting point for L-BFGS.
5: for t = 1→ T do
6: Fix (W, c)(t−1), compute B(t) with B step
7: Fix B(t), compute (W, c)(t) with (W, c) step using (W, c)(t−1)
as starting point for L-BFGS.
8: end for
9: Return (W, c)(T )
Follow the same reformulation and relaxation as UH-BDNN
(Sec. III-A), we solve the following constrained optimization
which ensures the binary constraint, the semantic similarity
preserving, the independence, and the balance properties of
codes.
min
W,c,B
J =
1
2m
∥∥∥∥ 1L (H(n))TH(n) − S
∥∥∥∥2 + λ12
n−1∑
l=1
∥∥∥W(l)∥∥∥2
+
λ2
2m
∥∥∥H(n) −B∥∥∥2 + λ3
2
∥∥∥∥ 1mH(n)(H(n))T − I
∥∥∥∥2
+
λ4
2m
∥∥∥H(n)1m×1∥∥∥2 (20)
s.t. B ∈ {−1, 1}L×m (21)
(20) under constraint (21) is our formulation for supervised
hashing. The main difference in formulation between UH-
BDNN (8) and SH-BDNN (20) is that the reconstruction
term preserving the neighbor similarity in UH-BDNN (8) is
replaced by the term preserving the label similarity in SH-
BDNN (20).
B. Optimization
To solve (20) under constraint (21), we use alternating
optimization, which comprises two steps over (W, c) and B.
1) (W, c) step: When fixing B, (20) becomes uncon-
strained optimization. We used L-BFGS [63] optimizer with
backpropagation for solving. The gradients of the objective
function J (20) w.r.t. different parameters are computed as
follows.
Let us define
8∆(n) =
[
1
mL
H(n)
(
V +VT
)
+
λ2
m
(
H(n) −B
)
+
2λ3
m
(
1
m
H(n)(H(n))T − I
)
H(n)
+
λ4
m
(
H(n)1m×m
)]
 f (n)′ (Z(n)) (22)
where V = 1
L
(H(n))TH(n) − S.
∆(l) =
(
(W(l))T∆(l+1)
)
 f (l)′ (Z(l)), ∀l = n− 1, · · · , 2 (23)
where Z(l) = W(l−1)H(l−1) + c(l−1)11×m, l = 2, · · · , n; 
denotes the Hadamard product.
Then ∀l = n− 1, · · · , 1, we have
∂J
∂W(l)
= ∆(l+1)(H(l))T + λ1W
(l) (24)
∂J
∂c(l)
= ∆(l+1)1m×1 (25)
2) B step: When fixing (W, c), we can rewrite prob-
lem (20) as
min
B
J =
∥∥∥H(n) −B∥∥∥2 (26)
s.t. B ∈ {−1, 1}L×m (27)
It is easy to see that the optimal solution for (26) under
constraint (27) is B = sign(H(n)).
The proposed SH-BDNN method is summarized in Algo-
rithm 2. In Algorithm 2, B(t) and (W, c)(t) are values of B
and {W(l), c(l)}n−1l=1 at iteration t, respectively.
C. Evaluation of Supervised Hashing with Binary Deep Neu-
ral Network
In this section, we evaluate and compare our proposed
SH-BDNN to the state-of-the-art supervised hashing methods
including ITQ-CCA [22], Kernel-based Supervised Hashing
(KSH) [30], Binary Reconstructive Embedding (BRE) [34],
and Supervised Discrete Hashing (SDH) [35]. We use the re-
leased implementations and the suggested parameters provided
by the authors for all compared methods.
1) Dataset, evaluation protocol, and implementation notes:
a) Dataset: We evaluate and compare methods on the
CIFAR-10, MNIST, and SUN397 datasets. The descriptions
of the first two datasets are presented in section III-C1.
The SUN397 [50] dataset contains approximately 108,000
images from 397 scene categories. We select 42 categories
that contain more than 500 images, which results in a dataset
of approximately 35,000 images in total. We then randomly
sample 100 images per class from the dataset to form a query
set of 4,200 images. The remaining images are used as the
training set and the database set. Each image is represented
by an 800-dimensional feature vector extracted by PCA from
4096-dimensional CNN feature produced by AlexNet [39].
b) Evaluation protocol: We report the retrieval perfor-
mances by using the two standard metrics in the litera-
ture [35, 22, 30]: precision of Hamming radius 2 (precision@2)
and mean Average Precision (mAP).
c) Implementation notes: The network configuration of
SH-BDNN is similar to the configuration of UH-BDNN except
the final layer is removed. The parameters λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4
are empirically set using cross validation as 10−3, 5, 1, and
10−4, respectively. The max iteration number T is empirically
set to 5.
Following the settings in ITQ-CCA [22] and SDH [35],
all training samples are used in the learning for these two
methods. For SH-BDNN, KSH [30] and BRE [34] where the
label information is leveraged by the pairwise label matrix, we
randomly select 300 training samples from each class to form
a training set. In the supervised setting, the class label is used
to define the ground truths of queries.
2) Retrieval results: Fig. 3 and Table VI show comparative
results between the proposed SH-BDNN and other supervised
hashing methods on the CIFAR10, MNIST, and SUN397
datasets.
On the CIFAR10 dataset, Fig. 3(a) and Table VI show that
our proposed SH-BDNN clearly outperforms all compared
methods at all code lengths by a fair margin in both evaluation
metrics, i.e., mAP and precision@2. The best competitor
to SH-BDNN on this dataset is CCA-ITQ [22]. The more
improvements of SH-BDNN over CCA-ITQ are observed at
high code lengths, i.e., SH-BDNN outperforms CCA-ITQ by
approximately 4% at L = 24 and L = 32.
On the MNIST dataset, Fig. 3(b) and Table VI show that
the proposed SH-BDNN significant outperforms the current
state-of-the-art SDH [35] at low code lengths, i.e., L = 8.
At higher code lengths, however, the performances of SH-
BDNN and SDH [35] are comparable. Moreover, SH-BDNN
significantly outperforms other methods, i.e., ITQ-CCA [22],
KSH [30], and BRE [34], on both mAP and precision@2.
On the SUN397 dataset, the proposed SH-BDNN outper-
forms other competitors at all code lengths in terms of both
mAP and precision@2. The best competitor to SH-BDNN
on this dataset is SDH [35]. At high code lengths (e.g.,
L = 24, 32), SH-BDNN achieves more improvements over
SDH.
V. SUPERVISED HASHING WITH END-TO-END BINARY
DEEP NEURAL NETWORK (E2E-BDNN)
Even though the proposed SH-BDNN can significantly
enhance the discriminative power of the binary codes, sim-
ilar to other hashing methods, its capability is partially de-
pendent on the discriminative power of the image features.
The recent end-to-end deep learning-based supervised hashing
methods [42, 43, 44] have shown that joint learning image
representations and binary hash codes in an end-to-end fashion
can boost the retrieval accuracy. Therefore, in this section, we
propose to extend the proposed SH-BDNN to an end-to-end
framework. Specifically, we integrate the convolutional neural
network (CNN) with our supervised hashing network (SH-
BDNN) into an unified end-to-end deep architecture, namely,
the End-to-End Binary Deep Neural Network (E2E-BDNN),
which can jointly learn visual features and binary represen-
tations of images. In the following, we first introduce our
proposed network architecture. We then describe the training
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Fig. 3. mAP comparison between SH-BDNN and state-of-the-art supervised hashing methods on CIFAR10, MNIST and SUN397 datasets.
TABLE VI
PRECISION AT HAMMING DISTANCE r = 2 COMPARISON BETWEEN SH-BDNN AND STATE-OF-THE-ART SUPERVISED HASHING METHODS ON CIFAR10,
MNIST, AND SUN397 DATASETS.
CIFAR10 MNIST SUN397
L 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32
SH-BDNN 54.12 67.32 69.36 69.62 84.26 94.67 94.69 95.51 15.52 41.98 52.53 56.82
SDH[35] 31.60 62.23 67.65 67.63 36.49 93.00 93.98 94.43 13.89 40.39 49.54 53.25
ITQ-CCA[22] 49.14 65.68 67.47 67.19 54.35 79.99 84.12 84.57 13.22 37.53 50.07 53.12
KSH[30] 44.81 64.08 67.01 65.76 68.07 90.79 92.86 92.41 12.64 40.67 49.29 46.45
BRE[34] 23.84 41.11 47.98 44.89 37.67 69.80 83.24 84.61 9.26 26.95 38.36 40.36
process. Finally, we present experiments on various benchmark
datasets.
A. Network architecture
The network consists of three main components: (i) a feature
extractor, (ii) a dimensional reduction layer, and (iii) a binary
optimizer component. We utilize the AlexNet model [39] as
the feature extractor component of the E2E-BDNN. In our
configuration, we remove the last layer of AlexNet, namely
the softmax layer, and consider its last fully connected layer
(fc7) as the image representation.
The dimensional reduction component (the DR layer) in-
volves a fully connected layer for reducing the high dimen-
sional image representations outputted by the feature extractor
component into lower dimensional representations. We use the
identity function as the activation function for this DR layer.
Thus, the DR layer performs a linear projection to reduce the
dimension of AlexNet features. The reduced representations
are then used as inputs for the following binary optimizer
component.
The binary optimizer component of E2E-BDNN is similar
to SH-BDNN. Thus, we also constrain the output codes of
E2E-BDNN to be binary. These codes also have the desired
properties such as semantic similarity preservation, indepen-
dence, and balance. By using the same design as SH-BDNN
for the last component of E2E-BDNN, it allows us to observe
the advantages of the end-to-end architecture over SH-BDNN.
The training data for the E2E-BDNN are labelled images,
contrasting with SH-BDNN which uses visual features such
as GIST [68], SIFT [67] or deep features from convolutional
deep networks. Given the input labeled images, we aim to learn
binary codes with the aforementioned desired properties, i.e.,
semantic similarity preservation, independence, and balance.
To achieve these properties on the codes, we use a similar
objective function as SH-BDNN. However, it is important to
mention that in SH-BDNN, by its non end-to-end architecture,
we can feed the whole training set into the network at a time
during training, which does not hold for E2E-BDNN. Due to
the memory consumption of the end-to-end architecture, we
can only feed a minibatch of images into the network at a
time during training. Technically, let H be the output of the
last fully connected layer of E2E-BDNN for a minibatch of
size mb; S be the similarity matrix defined over the minibatch
(using equation (19)); and B serve as an auxiliary variable.
Similar to SH-BDNN, we train the network to minimize the
following constrained loss function
min
W,B
J =
λ1
2mb
∥∥∥∥ 1LHTH− S
∥∥∥∥2
+
λ2
2mb
‖H−B‖2 + λ3
2
∥∥∥∥ 1mbHHT − I
∥∥∥∥2
+
λ4
2mb
∥∥H1mb×1∥∥2 (28)
s.t. B ∈ {−1, 1}L×mb (29)
B. Training
The training procedure for E2E-BDNN is presented in
Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, X(t) and B(t) ∈ {−1, 1}L×mb
are a minibatch sampled from the training set at iteration t
and its corresponding binary codes, respectively. B(k) is the
binary codes of the whole training set X at iteration k; and
W
(k)
(t) is the network weight when learning up to iterations t
and k.
At first (line 1 in Algorithm 3), we initialize the network
parameter W(0)(0) as follows. (i) The feature extractor com-
ponent is initialized by the pretrained AlexNet model [39].
(ii) The dimensional reduction (DR) layer is initialized by the
top eigenvectors extracted from the covariance matrix of the
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Algorithm 3 End-to-End Binary Deep Neural Network (E2E-
BDNN) Learning
Input:
X = {xi}mi=1: labeled training images; mb: minibatch size; L: code
length; K, T : maximum iteration. λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4: hyperparameters.
Output:
Network parameters W
1: Initialize the network W(0)
(0)
2: Initialize B(0) ∈ {−1, 1}L×m via ITQ [22]
3: for k = 1→ K do
4: for t = 1→ T do
5: A minibatch X(t) is sampled from X
6: Compute the corresponding similarity matrix S(t)
7: From B(k−1), sample B(t) corresponding to X(t)
8: Fix B(t), optimize W
(k)
(t)
via SGD
9: end for
10: Update B(k) by W(k)
(T )
11: end for
12: Return W(K)
(T )
AlexNet features (i.e., the outputs of fc7 layer) of the training
set. (iii) The binary optimizer component is initialized by the
trained SH-BDNN models (in Section IV).
We then initialize the binary code matrix of the whole
dataset B(0) ∈ {−1, 1}L×n via ITQ [22] (line 2 in the
Algorithm 3). Here, AlexNet features are used as training
inputs for ITQ.
In each iteration t of Algorithm 3, we only sample a mini-
batch X(t) from the training set to feed into the network (line
5 in Algorithm 3). Thus, after T iterations, we exhaustively
sample all training data. In each iteration t, we first create the
similarity matrix S(t) (using equation (19)) corresponding to
X(t), as well as the B(t) matrix (lines 6 and 7 in Algorithm
3). Since B(t) has already been computed, we can fix that
variable and optimize the network parameter W(k)(t) by standard
backpropagation with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) (line
8 in Algorithm 3). After T iterations, since the network was
exhaustively learned from the whole training set, we update
B(k) = sign(F) (line 10 in the Algorithm 3), where F is
the outputs of the last fully connected layer for all training
samples. We then repeat the optimization procedure until it
reaches a criterion, i.e., after K iterations.
Implementation details The proposed E2E-BDNN is im-
plemented in MATLAB with MatConvNet library [69]. All
experiments are conducted on a workstation machine with a
GPU Titan X. Regarding the hyperparameters of the loss func-
tion, we empirically set λ1 = 10−1, λ2 = 10−2, λ3 = 10−2
and λ4 = 10−3. The learning rate is set to 10−4 and the weight
decay is set to 5× 10−4. The minibatch size is 256.
C. Evaluation of End-to-End Binary Deep Neural Network
(E2E-BDNN)
Since we have already compared SH-DBNN to other su-
pervised hashing methods in Section IV-C, in this experiment
we focus on comparing E2E-BDNN with SH-BDNN. We also
compare the proposed E2E-BDNN to other end-to-end hashing
methods [43, 42, 44, 45, 54, 56].
a) Comparison between SH-BDNN and E2E-BDNN:
Table VII presents the comparative mAP between SH-BDNN
and E2E-BDNN. The results shows that E2E-BDNN consis-
tently improves over SH-BDNN at all code lengths on all
datasets. The large improvements of E2E-BDNN over SH-
BDNN are observed on the CIFAR10 and MNIST datasets,
especially at low code lengths, i.e., on the CIFAR10 dataset,
E2E-BDNN outperforms SH-BDNN by 7.7% and 5% at
L = 8 and L = 16, respectively; on the MNIST dataset,
E2E-BDNN outperforms SH-BDNN by 4.2% and 3.8% at
L = 8 and L = 16, respectively. On the SUN397 dataset, the
improvements of E2E-BDNN over SH-BDNN are clearer at
high code lengths, i.e., E2E-BDNN outperforms SH-BDNN
by 2.5% and 2.7% at L = 24 and L = 32, respectively.
The improvements of E2E-BDNN over SH-BDNN confirm
the effectiveness of the proposed end-to-end architecture for
learning discriminative binary codes.
b) Comparison between E2E-BDNN and other end-to-
end supervised hashing methods: We also compare our pro-
posed deep networks SH-BDNN and E2E-BDNN with other
end-to-end supervised hashing architectures, i.e., Hashing with
Deep Neural Network (DNNH) [44], Deep Hashing Net-
work (DHN) [54], Deep Quantization Network (DQN) [45],
Deep Semantic Ranking Hashing (DSRH) [42], Deep Pair-
wise Supervised Hashing (DPSH) [56], and Deep Regular-
ized Similarity Comparison Hashing (DRSCH) [43]. In those
works, the authors propose the frameworks in which the
image features and hash codes are simultaneously learned
by combining a CNN and a binary quantization layer into
a unified model. However, their binary mapping layer only
applies a simple operation, e.g., an approximation of the sign
function (logistic [42, 44], tanh [43]), l1 norm approximation
of binary constraints [54]. Our SH-BDNN and E2E-BDNN
advances over those works in the way to map the image
features to the binary codes. Furthermore, our learned codes
ensure good properties, i.e. independence and balance, while
[44, 43, 45, 54, 56] do not consider such properties, and [42]
only considers the balance of codes. It is worth noting that,
in [44, 42, 43, 54, 56], different settings are used for evalua-
tion. For a fair comparison, following those works, we setup
two different experimental settings on CIFAR10 as follows
• Setting 1: following [44, 45, 54], we randomly sample
100 images per class to form 1K testing images. The
remaining 59K images are used as database images.
Furthermore, 500 images per class are sampled from the
database to form 5K training images.
• Setting 2: following [42, 43], we randomly sample 1K
images per class to form 10K testing images. The re-
maining 50K images serve as the training set. In the test
phase, each test image is searched through the test set by
the leave-one-out procedure.
Table VIII shows the comparative mAP between our meth-
ods and DNNH [44], DQN [45], DPSH [56], and DHN [54]
on the CIFAR10 dataset with setting 1. The results show
that even with the non end-to-end approach, our SH-BDNN
outperforms DNNH and DQN and is comparable to DPSH
at all code lengths. With the end-to-end approach, it helps
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TABLE VII
MAP COMPARISON BETWEEN SH-BDNN AND E2E-BDNN ON CIFAR10, MNIST, AND SUN397 DATASETS.
CIFAR10 MNIST SUN397
L 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32
SH-BDNN 57.15 66.04 68.81 69.66 84.65 94.24 94.80 95.25 33.06 47.13 57.02 61.89
E2E-BDNN 64.83 71.02 72.37 73.56 88.82 98.03 98.16 98.21 34.15 48.21 59.51 64.58
TABLE VIII
MAP COMPARISON BETWEEN E2E-BDNN, SH-BDNN AND DNNH[44],
DQN[45], DPSH [56], DHN [54] ON CIFAR10 (SETTING 1).
L 24 32 48
E2E-BDNN 60.02 61.35 63.59
SH-BDNN 57.30 58.66 60.08
DNNH[44] 56.60 55.80 58.10
DQN[45] 55.80 56.40 58.00
DPSH [56] 57.57 58.54 60.17
DHN[54] 59.40 60.30 62.10
TABLE IX
MAP COMPARISON BETWEEN E2E-BDNN, SH-BDNN AND DSRH[42],
DRSCH[43] ON CIFAR10 (SETTING 2).
L 24 32 48
E2E-BDNN 67.16 68.72 69.23
SH-BDNN 65.21 66.22 66.53
DSRH [42] 61.08 61.74 61.77
DRSCH [43] 62.19 62.87 63.05
to boost the performance of the SH-BDNN. The proposed
E2E-BDNN outperforms all compared methods, DNNH [44],
DHN [54], DQN [45], and DPSH [56]. It is worth noting that
in [44], increasing the code length does not necessarily boost
the retrieval accuracy, i.e., [44] reports a mAP of 55.80 at
L = 32, while a higher mAP, i.e., 56.60 is reported at L = 24.
In contrast to [44], both SH-BDNN and E2E-BDNN improve
mAP when increasing the code length. Additionally, we also
observe that both DPSH and DHN maximize log-likelihood
objective functions to ensure that (dis)similar input pairs result
in (dis)similar output pairs. Hence, the large performance gaps
between DHN and DPSH show that the optimization method
proposed in DPSH does not well handle the binary constraint.
Specifically, DPSH resorts to the sign function to obtain
the binary codes during optimization but ignores its ill-posed
gradient problem. More importantly, the superior performance
of our proposed method over the compared methods confirms
the effectiveness of the proposed approach in dealing with
binary constrains and the provision of desired properties such
as independence and balance on the produced codes.
Table IX presents the comparative mAP between the
proposed SH-BDNN, E2E-BDNN and the competitors
DSRH [42], DRSCH [43] on the CIFAR10 dataset with setting
2. The results clearly show that the proposed E2E-BDNN sig-
nificantly outperforms DSRH [42] and DRSCH [43] at all code
lengths. Compared with the best competitor DRSCH [43], the
improvements of E2E-BDNN over DRSCH range from 5% to
6% at different code lengths. Furthermore, we can see that
even with the non end-to-end approach, the proposed SH-
BDNN also outperforms DSRH [42] and DRSCH [43].
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose three deep hashing neural net-
works for learning compact binary presentations. Firstly, we
introduce UH-BDNN and SH-BDNN for unsupervised and
supervised hashing respectively. In our novel designs, the
networks are constrained to directly produce binary codes
at one layer. The designs also ensure good properties for
produced codes, i.e., similarity preservation, independence,
and balance. Together with the designs, we also propose
alternating optimization schemes that allow us to effectively
deal with binary constraints on the codes. We then propose to
extend SH-BDNN to an end-to-end deep hashing framework
(E2E-BDNN) that jointly learns the image representations and
the binary codes. The solid experimental results on various
benchmark datasets show that the proposed methods compare
favorably or outperform state-of-the-art hashing methods.
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